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From:
Sent:

22 June 2016 15:04

To:

Allanson Peter;

Subject: RE: Bus Stops

In case you really want to speak to me I am leaving my mobile on for the next few hours. (which is
not something I normally do
) but other wise I will just do the obvious and round a
few people up including one or 2 in wheelchairs. A guide dog for blind wd be good but I don't know
anyone with one. I need to do that asap or people will get booked up.
from LAMPAG told me earlier that they would provide people if needed but they would have
further to come I suppose
is being invited as she was on the press release

From:

Subject: Bus Stops
Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2016 13:08:36 +0000

We’re mounting a protest at the bus stop on Westminster Bridge at about 10.30 next Tuesday, 28th
June, to mark the launch of our legal challenge to TfL about their floating bus stops and to bring the
petition to a close. I wondered whether you might be able to encourage some of your colleagues
from the Waterloo Action Centre to join us. We’ll meet outside the entrance to St Thomas’ a few
minutes beforehand – we wsill invite press but will also have our own photographer present.
Perhaps we could have a word about this although rather inconveniently, I am away from the office
tomorrow and Friday.
Thank you for your help and support – we are really grateful.
Peter
Peter Allanson
Trust Secretary and Head of Corporate Affairs
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which might be transferred by way of this e-mail.
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